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Abstract 
An iterative method for the solution of systems of nonlinear equations initiated by Vykhandu and investigated 
by Levin is discussed. It is shown that there is a flaw in the proof of Levin that the method is third-order 
convergent. Moreover, it is proved that the correct order of the method is only two. 
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1. Introduction 
Let us consider the system 
F(x )=0,  (1) 
where x = (Xl,X2,...,xn)T, F(x )  = ( f l (x ) ,  f2(x) , .  •., fn(x) )T .  Let x (k) = (Xlk,X2k,...,X~k)r be the kth 
approximation to the solution * * * * ~ x = (x 1 ,x2 , . . .  ,x~ ) of  the system (1). The classical Newton method 
is defined by 
x (k+l) = x (k) - J - I (X(k))F(x(k)) ,  k = O, 1 , . . . ,  
where J (x )  is the well-known Jacobian matrix of  F with respect o x~,x2,. . .  ,x~, i.e., 
dr" i , j  = 1,2 . . . .  ,n. Ji,j = J[ i , j]  -- Oxj' 
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In 1955 Vykhandu, starting from geometrical considerations, uggested a new method for solving 
nonlinear systems [4]. The method is based on replacing the partial derivatives in the Newton method 
by the following expressions: 
_02f, 
eA Ji exj-- ~
Oxy 2afii 
axj 
Vykhandu's method is mentioned in the monograph of Zaguskin [5], along with the following 
remark: "The rapidity and conditions of convergence for this method have not been investigated, but 
there is a reason to believe that the method converges faster than quadratically. This is indicated 
indirectly by the fact that for the case n = 1 the method becomes Newton's generalized method, 
which is of the third order". 
In 1982 M. Levin (who probably was unaware of Vyldaandu's work) published a paper [1], 
where he redeveloped the above-mentioned method in a more natural way, by making use of the 
Pade approximation as follows: 
Let x {k+l), the (k + 1 )th iterant of the method, be written as 
x (k+l) : x (k) + h (k), 
where h {k) = (hlk, h2k,...,h,k) T and let J] (i = 1,2, . . . ,n)  be represented by the Taylor expansion: 
f,(x ~k+l)) f,(x <k)) + 
3 f (x  ~k)) 1 + O2 fi(x(*) ) = - -  hpk + ~ ~" I. 
p=l &p 2 p,q=l &p&----7 ,,p,,,# +""  
The functions j~(x), (i = 1,2 . . . .  n) are approximated by multivariate Pade approximation of the 
following special form: 
(k) n ~(k) t. 
__ ~ip "p* (2) f i (x (k  ) q_ h(k) ) ~ P i (x (k) ,h  (k)) OtiO "at- Ep=l  
Qi(x% h <k) n n 1 "Or Ep=l [J~k)hpk "~- EPp, q~q I iVipq'(k)Lt't pk qkl" ' 
where the coefficients -~k) ..(k) ,,(k) ~k) aio , ~ip, Pip,7ipq (P, q = 1,2,..., n) are determined by the condition that the 
difference fiQi - Pi contains only the terms with (hlk)V'(hzk) v2 . . . (hnk)  v" with vl + v2 +""  + v, >/3. 
This condition yields 
~2A x=x ~k) 
fl~) -- Ox2 (3) 
2 
at;, of~ 
1 &p 02fii &q 02fi ~32fi 
.(k) + elk) -- ~ aX~ @ a A aX 2 aXpeXq 
)Jipq A 20Xq 20xp X=X (k) ' 
(4) 
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o~( k) io = JS(x~*)), (5) 
02J51__ 
- -  , (6 )  
~ i p O X p 2 OO~ 
x=x (k) 
i, p ,q = 1,2 . . . . .  n. 
Now h ~k) is defined as the solution of  the system 
Pi(x~k),h ~k)) = 0, i : 1 ,2, . . . ,n ,  
that is of  the linear system 
~k) + V~k)h(~) = 0, 
where ~k) = k~"10('v(k), ~20"(k),..., °~n0" (k).~T) and the matrix V (k) is defined by 
Vp(,) V(,)[p,q] ..(k) p,q = 1,2 . . . .  ,n. (7) ,q = = ~pq~ 
Thus, the iterative procedure of the Vyldaandu-Levin method is defined by 
x ~*+1) = x ~*) - V-l(x¢k))F(x~*)), k = 0, 1,... (8) 
The following assertion, concerning the conditions and the rate of convergence of the above 
method is due to M. Levin: 
Theorem 1.1. Let x ~°) be an initial approximation to the solution x* of  (1) and let Do be the 
neiohborhood of  x* with the radius r0 = Ilx* - x~°)ll, where ]lxll = maxl<~p<~nlXpl. Suppose that 
the followin9 condithgns are fulfilled." 
(1) F'"(x) is continuous on Do. 
(2) 
1 O3(J~(x + h)Q,(x,h)) <.K, 
v~V Vn! Oh~' ""~h~." 
VlWV2+...+Vn= 3 . . . .  
Ia,(x,h)l~>,~ > o Vx, x+hEDo,  i=1 ,2  . . . . .  n. 
(3) 
sgn(Ofi/OXp) = const., IOf~/Oxpl >~'~2 > 0, on Do, 
i ,p  = 1,2, . . . ,n .  
(4) 
xi, k+l~>x*, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n  or xi, k+a~<x*, i : 1 ,2, . . . ,n ,  
X (k÷l) E Do. 
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Then 
[[x Ck+') - x*[[ qllh k)[13, 
where 
q = K/(6162). 
On the basis of this theorem M. Levin arrives at the conclusion that the method is third-order 
convergent. Moreover, since the method does not require an evaluation of mixed partial derivatives, 
Levin claims that this method is preferable to other third-order methods, such as the method of 
tangent hyperbolas. 
Unfortunately there is a flaw in Levin's proof concerning the order of convergence. Namely, the 
formal condition 2 in the above theorem cannot be satisfied because Q~ in the Pade approximation 
of f/ is unbounded at x* due to the fact that in (4) the value of f appears in the denominator. 
Moreover in the following we prove that the correct order of the method is only two. 
2. Results 
It is clear that the Vykhandu-Levin method (8) may be viewed as a particular case of a general 
one-point iterative method of the type 
x~k+l) a ~ (k) (k) (k) = qgitXl ,x2 , . . .x,  ), i = 1,2 .... ,n, (9) 
or in the vector notation 
We use the following standard efinition of the order (see, e.g., [2] or [3]). Let x* be a fixed point 
of (9) and let ~bi(x) (i = 1,2,. . . ,n) have p continuous derivatives with respect o all components 
of x. An iterative method (9) is of order p if 
Or~Pi(x*) =0 ~/ l<~r<.p-1 ,  l<.i, vl,vz,.. . ,v,<.n, 
Ox~, Ox~2... Oxvr 
and 
OP ~) i( X "k ) 
#0 
Ox~, OXv2 . . . Ox~ 
for at least one value of i, vl, v2 .... , vp. The following convergence r sult concerning the Vykhandu- 
Levin method holds: 
Theorem 2.1. Let f (i = 1,2 .... ,n) in (1) have continuous derivatives of  order 4 with respect 
to all components of  x in the neighborhood of  a solution x*. Further suppose that the followin9 
conditions are fulfilled: 
(1) The Jacobian matrix o fF  with respect to Xl,X2 . . . . .  x, is nonsinoular at x*, i.e., 
IJ(x*)[ # o. 
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(2) All the partial derivatives o fF  do not vanish at x*, i.e., 
Of (x*) 
- -  ~ 0, i , j=  1,2,...,n. axj 
Then the iterative method (8) converges for every initial vector x ~°) sufficiently close to x* and 
the order of convergence is 2. 
Proof. First note that the conditions of the theorem guarantee that the matrix V which is defined 
by 
V m = V[p ,q ] -  OXq 2~f__~p ~ , p,q = 1,2,...,n, (10) 
has an inverse V -1 in the neighborhood of x* and therefore, denoting V -1 by G, we can write 
~-~Ge(x)bp(x) = 6ip, i ,p = 1,2,...,n, (11) 
j=l 
where 6ip is the Kronecker symbol. In our case an iteration function 4~(x) = (dA(x),d?2(x),..., 
q~n(x)) T is defined by 
c~,(x) = xi - ~_Gij(x)fj(x), i = 1,2,...,n, (12) 
j=l 
and therefore 
~(o,(x) _ 3,p-  ~ ~x)  f j (x ) -  ~_, G,j(x)Jj,(x). (13) 
OXp j=l j=l 
Since J~(x*)= O, j = 1,2 . . . . .  n, it follows from (10), taking into account condition (2) of the 
theorem that 
vjp(x*) = Jjp(x*). 
Combining (11), (13) and (14) yields 
- - - 0 ,  i ,p= 1,2,...,n, 
&p 
thus proving the second order of convergence. 
Now further differentiation yields 
(14) 
(15) 
j=l j=l UXq j=l ~Xq 
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and therefore at x = x* we have 
¢~2~bi(X*) -- ~ ~ "" *)~jq(X*)-- ~ ~Gij(X*)~jp(X#¢)-- ~ Gij(x*) OJjp(x*) 
~Xp~Xq j=l j=l ~Xq j=l ~Xq 
It follows from (11 ) that 
~Gij(x')Vjq(X*) : _ ~ aij(xrk) ~VJq (x'k) 
j=l ~Xp j=l ~Xp 
Taking into account (14) we can rewrite (16) as follows: 
~2~i(/'#) __ £ Gij(x*) [~Vjq(X~t) ~Vjp(X#t) ¢~2~(/'~)] 
j=l L ~Xp + -~Xq ~p~XqJ" 
On the other hand, 
~Xp ~Xp ~Xq 2 dj} (x*) 
OXq 
Combining (17) and (18) we finally obtain 
a2(pi(x*) -- ~-~Gij(x*) j=l ~Xpl~X~) 
i,p,q = 1,2,...,n. 
(x*) 
 fj(x*) 
2 
~Xq 
O2£(x,)- 
~Xq 3X 2 
 fj(x*) 
2 aXp 
This shows, that, in general, the mixed derivatives do not vanish. But for p = q we have 
rk,( x* ) 
- -  O, i,p = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
and therefore the method has the third order only in the univariate case. [] 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
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